The glassy states of water are of common interest as the majority of H 2 O in space is in the glassy state and especially because a proper description of this phenomenon is considered to be the key to our understanding why liquid water shows exceptional properties, different from all other liquids. The occurrence of water's calorimetric glass transition of low-density amorphous ice at 136 K has been discussed controversially for many years because its calorimetric signature is very feeble. Here, we report that high-density amorphous ice at ambient pressure shows a distinct calorimetric glass transitions at 116 K and present evidence that this second glass transition involves liquid-like translational mobility of water molecules. This "double T g scenario" is related to the coexistence of two liquid phases. The calorimetric signature of the second glass transition is much less feeble, with a heat capacity increase at T g,2 about five times as large as at T g,1 . By using broadband-dielectric spectroscopy we resolve loss peaks yielding relaxation times near 100 s at 126 K for low-density amorphous ice and at 110 K for high-density amorphous ice as signatures of these two distinct glass transitions. Temperature-dependent dielectric data and heating-rate-dependent calorimetric data allow us to construct the relaxation map for the two distinct phases of water and to extract fragility indices m = 14 for the low-density and m = 20-25 for the high-density liquid. Thus, low-density liquid is classified as the strongest of all liquids known ("superstrong"), and also high-density liquid is classified as a strong liquid. 
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supercooled water | polyamorphism | differential scanning calorimetry | dielectric relaxation I n space, solid water is predominantly in the amorphous state (1, 2) and has been identified as the frost on interstellar dust grains (3), whereas on Earth it always appears as crystalline, hexagonal ice. The occurrence of water's ambient pressure glass transition at T g,1 = 136 ± 2 K (4-6) has been discussed controversially for almost five decades mainly because its calorimetric signature is very feeble (7) . Even though the question about the nature of this transition has not been settled ultimately, recent work interprets this signature to be consistent with a glass-toliquid transition and places deeply supercooled water into the category of "strong" liquids (8) (9) (10) (11) . Lately, it has become clear that water's high-density phase exhibits a glass transition at pressures ≥0.1 GPa, which has also been interpreted in terms of a glass-to-liquid transition (12) (13) (14) (15) . However, it has remained unclear in experiments whether or not the high-pressure glass transition connects to the ambient pressure glass transition or whether water shows two distinct glass transitions at a given pressure. The latter scenario is a prerequisite for the possibility of two distinct supercooled liquid phases of water and the postulated liquid-liquid transition (16, 17) , which presumably holds the key to understanding the highly anomalous nature of water (18) . These two scenarios are sketched in Fig. 1 on the basis of published experimental T g data for water up to 0.3 GPa (black symbols in Fig. 1 ) (4) (5) (6) 14) and recent simulations indicating a decrease in T g,1 with pressure (dotted line in Fig. 1B) (17) . Mishima, for instance, has linearly extrapolated T g data collected at 0.1-0.8 GPa to ambient pressure for salty and emulsified highdensity amorphous ice (HDA) samples with the result that his extrapolated T g is about the same as the T g,1 = 136 ± 2 K measured for low-density amorphous ice (LDA) at ambient pressure (12) , which hints at the single T g scenario depicted in Fig. 1A .
In the laboratory, noncrystalline ices have been prepared using various techniques such as water vapor deposition, hyperquenching of μm-sized water droplets, pressure-induced amorphization, radiation-induced vitrification, and amorphous-amorphous transitions (19) . All variants of amorphous ice can be conserved in liquid nitrogen and predominantly crystallize at ambient pressure above about 150 K to cubic ice. Although amorphous ices of densities <0.95 g/cm 3 crystallize directly, the HDAs of densities >1.12 g/cm 3 studied so far experience a sharp transformation to LDA before crystallization at ambient pressure. The transformation temperature from pressure-amorphized HDA to LDA strongly depends on the sample history and varies between ∼105 K (20) and ∼133 K (21) . HDA obtained by vapor deposition on substrates at <20 K even transforms at 38-68 K to LDA (22) . As pointed out by Nelmes et al. this difference in thermal stability reflects the degree of relaxation (23) , with pressure annealing at ∼0.1 GPa significantly enhancing thermal stability at ambient pressure (24) . Work on HDA, including calorimetry studies (20) , was traditionally carried out using unannealed (uHDA) samples prepared by pressure-induced amorphization of hexagonal ice at 77 K (25) , whereas the study of annealed, expanded forms of HDA (eHDA) has only begun in recent years (14, 21, 23, 24) . Here we present differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments ( Fig. 2 ) and dielectric relaxation spectra (Fig. 3 ) of eHDA samples of highest known thermal stability, prepared by slowly decompressing HDA samples at 140 K to 0.07 GPa (24) . These samples allow us to detect water's second glass transition at T g,2 = 116 ± 2 K at ambient pressure (open circle in Fig. 1B ) in a temperature window heretofore hidden by the (premature) transition of uHDA to LDA. Consequently, the
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Water is not only the most important liquid for life on Earth, but also one of the most anomalous liquids. These anomalies become most evident in the supercooled state at subzero temperatures. We show from dielectric and calorimetric studies that water in the deeply supercooled regime, below -120°C, can even exist as two distinct, ultraviscous liquids at ambient pressure, a low-(LDL, 0.92 g/cm 3 ) and high-density liquid (HDL, 1.15 g/cm 3 ), which can both remain in the metastable, equilibrium liquid state for many hours above their calorimetric glass transition temperatures of -137°C (136 K) and -157°C (116 K). LDL is identified as the strongest of all liquids, and also HDL is a strong liquid at record low temperature. This article is a PNAS Direct Submission. 1 To whom correspondence may be addressed. E-mail: katrin.winkel@uibk.ac.at or catalin. gainaru@uni-dortmund.de.
second glass transition was inaccessible in earlier studies on uHDA (19, 20) . The glass transition of eHDA is by about 20 K lower than the value extrapolated by Mishima (12) and clearly distinct from LDA's glass transition at T g,1 = 136 ± 2 K (4-6). That is, the assumption of a single T g scenario is unsustainable, but instead a double T g scenario is indicated from our work.
Results
Calorimetric Measurements. So far HDA is believed to always experience a solid-solid transformation directly to LDA at 1 bar, which is indeed the case for uHDA samples. However, for eHDA samples, we here observe another transition that precedes the transformation to LDA. The enthalpy relaxation exotherm, reported to occur for pressure-amorphized uHDA (20) , gradually disappears with progressing annealing, and concurrently the thermal stability increases (21). At the highest known level of relaxation, the DSC scan of eHDA (Fig. 2 , trace 1) now shows an endothermic increase-that is, an increase in heat capacity-at about 113 K. This was overlooked in earlier calorimetric studies (20) because uHDA of low thermal stability was used, whereas we study well-relaxed HDA (eHDA). This increase in heat capacity is repeatable: A reheating scan carried out after cooling from 123 K at a rate of q = 30 K/min again shows an increase in heat capacity, this time at about 116 K (Fig.  2, trace 2 ). Also, a third heating scan after prior cooling at 30 K/ min shows this increase in heat capacity (Fig. 2, trace 3 ) at 116 K. Please note that the initial part of trace 3 in Fig. 1 is exactly matching trace 2 because the same cooling and heating rates were used for both scans (Fig. 2, Inset) . Trace 1 differs from traces 2 and 3 because the sample had experienced a different type of thermal treatment before the first heating scan. The inset to (14) and compared with glass transition temperatures from computer simulations (lines) (17) . The single T g scenario, in A indicated by the dash-dotted line, is qualitatively similar to the situation found in water simulations using the SPC/E model (17) , whereas the double T g scenario in B is qualitatively similar to the situation found for the ST2 model (17) . The dashed line corresponds to the T g,2 line for HDA, whereas the dotted line corresponds to the predicted T g,1 line for LDA. The observation of a second T g (open circle) at ambient pressure reported in this work rules out the possibility of a single T g scenario. The samples were first heated to 123 K (trace 1, light gray), followed by cooling at 30 K/min to 90 K and subsequent heating to 123 K (trace 2, dark gray), followed by cooling at 30 K/min to 90 K and subsequent heating to 145 K, at which the temperature was kept for 10 min at 145 K (trace 3, blue). The exotherm in trace 3, blue, indicates transformation to LDA. After cooling at 30 K/min to 90 K, the sample (now LDA) is heated to 253 K (trace 4, black). The exotherm in trace 4 indicates crystallization of the sample to cubic ice. The glass transition onset temperatures of LDA and eHDA are marked by T g,1 and T g,2 , respectively, and the corresponding increase in heat capacity by Δc p,1 and Δc p,2 . Baseline was corrected by subtracting a scan of hexagonal ice. All curves are shifted vertically for clarity. The inset shows the shift in T g,2 in a heating scan after changing the cooling rate from 30 K/min to 1 K/min. The heating scans displayed in the inset were obtained using the same protocol. The blue and gray heating scans were measured using the protocol also used for the heating scans 2 and 3 in the main figure, whereas the red and yellow heating scans were both measured after cooling the sample 1 K/min. In the inset the blue/gray pair of traces and also the red/yellow pair are shown without vertical shift to demonstrate the exact match of two subsequent heating scans when using the same cooling/heating rate combination. The rate-dependent shift in T g upon changing the cooling rate is a characteristic feature of the glass transition. Heating rate is always 10 K/min.
increase in the heat capacity, these observations reflect the ergodicity restoration accompanied by the onset of molecular mobility and are the hallmark of a glass transition (26) . This onset temperature denoted T g,2 measured on the eHDA sample is therefore water's second glass transition temperature. Trace 3 of Fig. 2 shows that the increase in heat capacity is Δc p,2 ∼ 4.8
. The value for Δc p,2 represents a lower limit, as the release of latent heat for the strongly exothermic amorphousamorphous transition from HDA to LDA that commences at ∼132 K is superimposed onto the glass transition endotherm, and thus, the end point of HDA's glass transition is hidden. The apparent width of HDA's glass transition is at least ∼16 K, which compares to a width of ∼11 K for the glass transition observed earlier for LDA (5, 6) . [The apparent width is extracted from the DSC scans as the difference in onset of exotherm and onset of glass transition, similar to the practice used in earlier studies on truncated glass transitions of LDA (e.g., ref. 27). Please note that the apparent width represents a lower limit to the true width of the glass transition. By comparison with other glass-forming liquids and aqueous solutions, in which the end point is resolved, we estimate the apparent width to be very close to the true width-that is, the glass-transition end point would occur slightly above the onset of the exotherm.] This glass transition in LDA is reproduced here (trace 4 of Fig. 2) , as eHDA has converted to LDA at the end of trace 3. The heat capacity change for LDA (Δc p,1 ∼ 1 JK -1 ·mol -1 ) (6, 27) at its T g,1 = 136 ± 2 K is much lower than the heat capacity increase for an HDA sample at 1 GPa and 140 K, which Andersson reported to be 3.2 JK -1 ·mol -1 (13) . This value is similar to Δc p,2 as obtained here for HDA at ambient pressure. This suggests that the transition detected near 1 GPa (13) is thermodynamically connected to the one identified here near T g,2 , in accord with the double T g scenario outlined in Fig. 1B . Conversely, this finding implies that LDA's ambient pressure glass transition (4-6) and the glass transitions observed at high pressures (12) (13) (14) (15) are distinct phenomena, despite the similarity of the associated T g s. The observation of two distinct glass transitions, T g,1 and T g,2 , at ambient pressure rules out the possibility of a single T g scenario sketched in Fig. 1A .
We emphasize that the repeatable endothermic effect observed here cannot be caused by annealing of microcracks or other effects that involve restructuring of the HDA surface. All these processes are related to a lowering of free energy and known to produce exotherms, but not endotherms in calorimetry. Furthermore, such processes take place only once, but not repeatedly in heating-cooling cycles. The endotherm is observed both for finely powdered eHDA samples and for large, single chunks of eHDA. The second glass transition is therefore clearly a bulk effect. Regarding the nature of water's second glass transition, it may be conceived that either the oxygen atoms, and thus complete water molecules, become mobile or that, alternatively, the oxygen atoms remain immobile, and only hydrogen atom mobility sets in upon heating above T g,2 . The former option implies translational motion of entire water molecules, decrease of viscosity, as well as sample softening and is called "glass-toliquid transition." The latter option features only reorientational motion of water molecules (or H atoms jumping along a hydrogen bridge), is called "orientational" glass transition (28), and does not involve significant sample softening. Onset of hydrogen mobility alone, and thus an orientational glass transition, was observed in high-pressure crystalline ices such as ice IV, V, and XII (29) . The associated thawing of hydrogen atom mobility, showing up between ∼130 and 140 K, takes place on an H-bond network fulfilling the Bernal-Fowler ice rules and generates an increase in heat capacity of ∼1 JK -1 ·mol -1
. The increase in heat capacity observed here near 116 K is about five times as largedirect evidence that the motion giving rise to the endotherms reported in Fig. 2 does not refer to an orientational glass transition, but indeed to a glass-to-liquid softening. By contrast, the increase in heat capacity when heating LDA beyond 136 K is similar to the one observed in high-pressure crystalline ices at the orientational glass transition. This suggests that by heating HDA near 116 K it enters a state that properly should be named highdensity liquid (HDL). The use of this term will be further substantiated via the dielectric measurements to be presented in the following.
Dielectric Measurements. To probe relaxational properties of ultraviscous water, dielectric spectroscopy is ideally suited, but it was rarely used. Specifically, broadband-dielectric spectroscopy has not been used before to study amorphous water. LDA was studied using this technique either at ambient pressure only for a few frequencies (30) (31) (32) or under high-pressure conditions (33) . HDA has never been investigated dielectrically at ambient pressure, to our knowledge. However, an "ultraviscous liquid state" related to HDA was inferred from high-pressure dielectric data (34) (>0.15 GPa). At ambient pressure, a loss peak arising from the structural relaxation in HDL heretofore has not been accessible because the relatively unstable uHDA available to earlier studies transforms directly to LDA. Also, a peaked loss spectrum arising from structural relaxation in low-density liquid (LDL) has not been observed so far. In the present work we were able to record the response of HDL and LDL over a frequency range of about six decades (from 10 −2 Hz to 10 +4 Hz), which enabled the direct observation of loss peaks for several temperatures.
For our experiments we investigated the dielectric response of eHDA samples by first ramping a powder sample from 77 K to 109 K, a temperature at which only the high-frequency part of a dielectric loss peak showing a pronounced excess wing is monitored (cf. Fig. 3A) . Increasing the temperature successively to 124 K, the spectra shift to higher frequencies and loss peaks becomes fully resolved. Then, at 126 K, a "noisy" spectrum was recorded demonstrating that the sample's change of state was caught in the act. The crosses in Fig. 3A indicate that at 128 K the loss peak has shifted to lower frequencies. The observation made at 126 K can thus be ascribed to a transformation from HDL to the low-density phase. The transformation temperature is slightly lower than in our calorimetry scans because of the much lower heating rates used for the dielectric experiments. Upon further heating, LDL loss patterns were acquired, which again shift successively to higher frequencies until just above 151 K, when another displacement to lower frequencies occurs, this time referring to the transformation from LDL to cubic ice (stars in Fig. 3B ). The subsequent thermal history of our samples is indicated by the numbered green arrows in Fig. 4 .
We determined time constants τ = 1/(2πν m ) from the loss peak frequencies ν m and summarize the results as filled symbols in an Arrhenius diagram (Fig. 4) . For temperatures at which a loss peak was not resolved, τ was assessed on the basis of time temperature superposition, a standard procedure applied when analyzing data for glass-forming liquids (crossed symbols in Fig.  4 ). The same procedure was applied for the results of additional samples for which a relaxation peak was not fully resolved. Fig. 4 demonstrates that the ice I c , LDL, and HDL phases are clearly distinguishable solely on the basis of their relaxation time traces. Near their respective transformation temperatures, LDL relaxes about two decades faster than cubic ice, and HDL relaxes about two decades faster than LDL.
Based upon high-pressure data, Johari and Andersson rationalized the longer dielectric relaxation time of "LDA" relative to that of "HDA" by "a hydrogen bond structure in LDA, in which the ice rules are obeyed," whereas they state that "HDA may appear to be a densified state of water in which ice rules are not obeyed" (35) . According to neutron diffraction studies, however, the local ordering in HDA satisfies the ice rules perfectly, even though an interstitial molecule, which itself obeys these rules, penetrates from the second into the first coordination shell (36) . However, the interstitial water molecule forces the O-O distance to increase from 2.77 Å in LDA to 2.82 Å in HDA despite a ∼25% higher density of the latter ("density-distance paradoxon") (37) , which may explain the shorter dielectric relaxation times in HDL compared with those of LDL.
The dielectric relaxation times of LDL indicate thermal activation according to τ = τ 0 exp(ΔE/k B T) (see the well-fitting straight solid line in Fig. 4) , with an activation energy of ΔE = 34 ± 1 kJ/mol and a preexponential factor τ 0 = 1 × 10 −12 s. In terms of the strong-fragile classification of glass formers (38), Novikov and Sokolov rationalize this very low fragility index in terms of quantum effects at T g (39) . LDL exhibits a kinetic fragility index of m 1 = 14 ± 1 and is thus one of the strongest liquids known. With ΔE given, a calorimetric time scale (40) 
can be calculated from our calorimetric data. In Fig. 4 the resulting τ cal is seen to agree excellently with the dielectric relaxation times. Even if the uncertainty in ΔE were as large as ±50%, this only results in the modest "error bar" given in Fig. 4 . Furthermore, for LDL we find that T(τ = 100s) is about 126 K, consistent with a 10 K/h scanning rate calorimetric study (27) . In separate runs we checked whether the dielectric spectra yielding relaxation times τ > 100 s reflect equilibrium measurements. To this end, the dielectric loss at the corresponding temperatures was monitored for more than 2 h and found to be invariant, demonstrating that equilibrium was always attained. As indicated by the sequence of arrows depicted in Fig. 4 , the longtime measurements on the LDL sample were taken by cycling it to below 126 K.
Inspecting now, in Fig. 4 , the relaxation times for HDL at ambient pressure, slight deviations between the solid line (again representing ΔE = 34 kJ/mol) and the experimental data are noted at low temperatures. Despite the fact that only slightly more than two decades in relaxation time could be covered for HDL, our finding suggests that this state of H 2 O exhibits slight deviations from Arrhenius behavior. A rough estimate based on the relaxation times recorded near T(τ = 100s) ∼ 110 K yields a fragility index m 2 of about 20-25, but certainly not exceeding 40, a variously suggested value (11) . Determining τ cal from heating-rate-dependent DSC measurements as outlined above (cf. Eq. 1) for HDL and using the same ΔE, we again obtain excellent agreement with the dielectric data (Fig. 4) . We emphasize that the difference between the calorimetric glass transition temperature of 116 K and the dielectric glass transition temperature of 110 K is associated with the different heating rates used to study the samples. Although heating rates of 10 K/min are used in the case of DSC scans, the heating rates are much lower in the case of our dielectric study.
Orientational Glass Transition or Glass-to-Liquid Transition? To further clarify the nature of the glass transition in HDA, we investigated ice V near its orientational glass transition temperature, which calorimetrically shows up at ∼138 K (29) . We emphasize that the local order and packing in HDA is not very different from high-pressure ice phases such as ice V (41). We observe that Δc p,2 of HDA at its T g,2 (trace 3 of Fig. 2 ) is five times larger than Δc p of ice V at its T g (42, 43) . For ice V, Δc p reflects solely the thawing of orientational degrees of freedom. However, for HDA, contributions stemming from translational motions are required to explain its large Δc p,2 . Thus, the notion of an orientational glass transition, at which hydrogen atom motions govern the entropy change, cannot be reconciled with the observed magnitude of Δc p,2 . The latter obviously reflects the unfreezing also of translational motion of oxygen atoms, indicative of an underlying glassto-liquid transition in HDA.
In the context of the strong-fragile classification (38) , it is instructive to compare the spectral shapes of the dielectric loss curves of HDL and LDL with each other as well as with results Blue circles, diamonds, and squares refer to dielectric measurements. The numbered green arrows indicate the thermal history of our samples-that is, the temperature program used. The filled symbols were determined directly from peak frequencies, while the crossed symbols were obtained by applying time temperature superposition. The dash-dotted lines correspond to temperatures at which transitions occur; the dotted line marks a time scale of 100 s, which is usually associated with the glass transition temperature. Red triangles correspond to the calorimetric relaxation times τ cal , calculated using Eq. 1, for heating rates of q = 5, 10, and 30 K/min, which agree excellently with the dielectric time constants.
on glycerol, an archetypical glass-forming liquid. Fig. 3A reveals that the loss pattern of HDL is similar to that of supercooled glycerol (dashed curve) (44), both exhibiting a pronounced excess wing. [Brand et al. (45) state that "except for cyclo-hexanol, in all plastic crystals investigated so far there is compelling evidence against the presence of an excess wing in its original sense." This statement still reflects the state-of-the-art with the added comment that even in cyclo-octanol the excess wing has a much smaller amplitude than in conventional glass formers. Hence, the observation of a pronounced wing-like feature in the dielectric spectra of HDL is a strong hint that HDL is indeed a supercooled liquid and not a plastic crystal.] For LDL, the high-frequency flank of the dielectric loss is a factor of ∼1.4 steeper, indicating its less stretched and hence more exponential dielectric response. In addition, LDL exhibits a low-loss, highfrequency feature that is reminiscent of a secondary relaxation, in agreement with earlier temperature-dependent measurements carried out at 1 and 10 kHz (31, 32) . Thus, the interpretation as HDL is in accord with high-pressure work, in which the data have been interpreted in favor of the existence of HDL (12-15, 34, 46) . The larger kinetic fragility of HDL compared with that of LDL is in harmony with our DSC results. HDL's larger Δc p is consistent with it being a "less strong" glass former than LDL, one of the "strongest" glass formers known so far. We do not call HDL a "fragile" liquid, as those show fragility indices m of about 80 or more (38) and heat capacity steps on the order of 100 JK
, which compares to ∼5 JK 
Discussion
Let us finally turn to the implications for our understanding of the phase behavior of metastable water. We here observe several phase transformations by heating eHDA at ambient pressure. Overall, the sample transforms in steps from a highly metastable phase to less and less metastable phases and finally reaches a thermodynamically stable phase according to the sequence HDL→LDL→cubic ice→hexagonal ice. The transformation from the high-density to the low-density phase observed here at ambient pressure does not involve equality of Gibbs free energies (17) . The Gibbs free energies of low-density and high-density phases are considered to be equal only at high-pressure conditions, typically at about 0.2 GPa (47). This sequence of transformations at ambient pressure is similar to the previously known sequence of transformations of uHDA (20, 48) . However, what is different is that eHDA-a more relaxed HDA form than uHDA-has a higher thermal stability and consequently transforms to the low-density phase at higher temperature. The additional temperature window accessible to the high-density phase allows for the structural and dielectric relaxation times to drop far enough so that values lower than 100 s can be accessed without transformation to the low-density phase above T g,2 , which corresponds to a liquid-like situation. Circumstantial evidence for HDL-that is, for the liquid (rather than solid) nature of the high-density sample above T g,2 -is provided by the difference in activation energy between solid ice V above its orientational glass transition (81 ± 6 kJ/mol) and eHDA above T g,2 (34 ± 1 kJ/mol) and by the magnitude of the heat capacity increase at T g,2 , which is much more than the increase in heat capacity expected for an orientational glass transition at T g involving mobility of hydrogen, but not of oxygen atoms. At ambient pressure, HDL slowly converts with time to the low-density phase, but can be kept for many hours-for example, at 120 K. Similarly, LDL can be kept-for example, at 140 Kand converts only very slowly to cubic ice. The transformation to the low-density phase may be related to spinodal decomposition of HDL at 1 bar above 132 K, which would imply that the HDL spinodal crosses the ambient pressure axis at low temperature. In many simulation studies, such low temperatures are not considered and so it is unclear which of the water models describe the experimentally observed transformation sequence. As pointed out by Giovambattista et al., the high-to low-density conversion may be a "result of HDA reaching its T g , rather than being associated with the HDL-to-LDL spinodal" (17) . In our calorimetric experiments, HDA reaches its T g,2 and, thus, the HDL state at 116 K and then releases latent heat at 132 K at a 10 K/min heating rate, which is associated with the sudden transformation to the low-density phase. From these experiments we cannot say with certainty whether this transformation reflects a spinodal decomposition. Overall, our findings represent benchmark data for further improvement of contemporary water models and pave the way for a wide range of experimental studies aimed at more detailed characterizations of water's second deeply supercooled liquid state. In particular, all methods that are restricted to a (sub)ambient pressure sample environment are now feasible for investigation of HDL's properties.
The main experimental finding of the present work is the observation of two distinct glass transitions at ambient pressure, an observation ruling out a connection of water's "old" ambientpressure glass transition at T g,1 ∼ 136 K with the recently reported high-pressure glass transitions of water (12) (13) (14) (15) . That is, the single T g scenario in Fig. 1A does not describe water. Instead, we suggest that the here-reported T g,2 at ambient pressure connects with the high-pressure glass transition, whereas the liquid emanating from LDA is thermodynamically not continuously connected with high-pressure water, in accord with the double T g scenario depicted in Fig. 1B and with simulations of the ST2 water model, but not of the SPC/E model (17) . Just like in our experiments, ST2 water shows the low-pressure glass transition of HDA also to be at lower temperatures than the low-pressure glass transition of LDA (see figure 3c in ref. 17) . Our experimental indications for both HDL and LDL support two-liquid interpretations of supercooled water, but do not directly address the question of whether there is a first-order liquid-liquid transition ending in a liquid-liquid critical point (49) or whether HDL and LDL can transform into each other in a singularityfree scenario (50) . This is because we observe these liquids at temperatures below the "no man's land," far from the purported critical point (16) , and at ambient pressure, far from the equilibrium transformation boundary (51) . However, our study reveals that both HDL and LDL can be observed experimentally, and in terms of fragility, the transformation from HDL to LDL involves a dynamic crossover from a less strong to a very strong liquid. This finding settles a long-standing question in understanding water, in which LDL near 140 K was postulated to be "strong" (8, (52) (53) (54) (55) , "not strong" (56), "not fragile" (9, 11, 57) , or "the strongest liquid yet identified" (58) . In fact, our temperature-dependent dielectric and heating-rate-dependent calorimetric data classify LDL as a "superstrong" liquid (59), which shows the lowest steepness index m 1 = 14 ± 1 of all liquids. Also, HDL near 120 K falls into the category of strong liquids, albeit the steepness index m 2 = 20-25 makes it less strong than LDL. That is, neither LDL nor HDL are fragile liquids in the deeply supercooled, ultraviscous state. The T g,2 = 116 ± 2 K revealed in this study represents the lowest temperature, above which liquidlike translational mobility of bulk water has been inferred from laboratory experiments, and so one may speculate that wellannealed astrophysical ices may be encountered in this deeply supercooled liquid-like state even at such low temperatures-for example, subsurface ices on icy moons.
Materials and Methods
The samples studied in this work were prepared and characterized in Innsbruck and transferred to Dortmund under liquid nitrogen conditions. eHDA samples were prepared according to Winkel et al. (21) . Similar to our previous work (24) , eHDA samples have been confirmed by powder X-ray diffraction to be free from contamination by other ice phases and by FTIR spectroscopy to be free from chemical impurities. For the DSC measurements, we powdered the eHDA samples, transferred the powder under liquid nitrogen into crucibles, and cold-loaded the crucibles at ∼90 K into the instrument. Aluminum crucibles were used for measurements in a Perkin-Elmer DSC8000 (Fig. 2) and steel crucibles for measurements in a Perkin-Elmer DSC4e (Fig. 2,  Inset) . For dielectric measurements, we transferred the powder into a parallel plate capacitor while keeping the temperature always below 100 K, and investigated their dielectric response using an Alpha Analyzer from Novocontrol. Due to the uncertainty in estimating the cells' exact filling factor, the dielectric loss is given in arbitrary units. The samples were investigated by heating them in steps of 3 K using a heating ramp of 0.5 K/min between successive frequency scans. During the acquisition of each spectrum, requiring ∼10 min, the temperature was stabilized to within 0.1 K. Taking into account also waiting times between frequency scans, the overall heating rates are about 0.01 K/min near the transition to LDA and about 0.02 K/min near the transition to cubic ice.
